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 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0:00.00 kvm kthreadd --user cpu5 --daemon What am I doing wrong and why do I have to re-install the kernel
all the time? A: Is it normal to have 100% in top and 0% in iostat? This is quite normal, if that 0% is due to the physical disk.
What am I doing wrong? And how to make it work? You can get rid of the physical disk: # reboot # hdparm -B 254 /dev/sdb
/dev/sdb: Timing cached reads: 84 MB in 4.05 seconds = 21.78 MB/sec Timing buffered disk reads: 0 MB in 3.55 seconds =
0.12 MB/sec If you don't know where the physical disk is, or how to change that. Don't use a disk at all, but have a software

based RAID 1 setup. (a software RAID 1 setup is different from a hardware RAID 1 setup). Is there a way to keep the disk and
get rid of kvm? Set the correct disk size. Make sure you set all the partitions and filesystems to ext4. Don't use wubi. Am I

better off installing a different distribution like Kali Linux? Wouldn't work. And while this is impossible to determine, it would
be difficult to install that other distribution on the new disk and keep it working. Just do it. Any solutions? Sure, start over, do
the above steps again, and this time make sure you set everything correctly. You can then add the SSD back in, set the size of
the SSD and change the partitions again. What should I look at when I set up a new system? This is a question about using a

linux system. But I suggest you have a look at the documentation for the software RAID configuration in your distribution. Q:
css3 transition with fade not working I have a css3 transition that's suppose to fade- 82157476af
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